Abstract. The fractal behaviour of the seismicity in the Southern Iberian Peninsula is analysed by considering two different series of data: the distance and the elapsed time between consecutive seismic events recorded by the seismic network of the Andalusian Institute of Geophysics (AIG). The fractal analyses have been repeated by considering four threshold magnitudes of 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0. The re-scaled analysis lets to determine if the seismicity shows strong randomness or if it is characterised by time-persistence and the cluster dimension indicates the degree of time and spatial clustering of the seismicity. Another analysis, based on the reconstruction theorem, permits to evaluate the minimum number of nonlinear equations describing the dynamical mechanism of the seismicity, its "loss of memory", its chaotic character and the instability of a possible predicting algorithm. The results obtained depict some differences depending on distances or elapsed times and the different threshold levels of magnitude also lead to slightly different results. Additionally, only a part of the fractal tools, the rescaled analysis, have been applied to five seismic crises in the same area.
Introduction
The most relevant patterns of a complex nonlinear and dissipative dynamical system, as that of the seismic activity, can be determined by means of fractal theory. Some examples can be found in Smalley et al. (1987) , who analysed earthquake clustering, Correig and Urquizú (1996) , who studied the chaotic behaviour of Coda waves, Correig et Correspondence to: X. Lana (francisco.javier.lana@upc.edu) al. (1997a, b) , who characterised the temporal occurrence of events and studied the self-organised criticality of aftershocks, and Urquizú and Correig (1998) , who analysed several types of seismic signals. It has to be also mentioned the book of Goltz (1997) , where the fractal and chaotic properties of earthquakes are extensively analysed.
The elapsed times and distances between consecutive seismic events belonging to the 1985-2000 Southern Iberian Peninsula activity (Fig. 1a) are analysed by taking as database the seismic catalogue of the Andalusian Institute of Geophysics (IAG), which compiles more than 20 000 events. With the aim of establishing the possible role of the seismic magnitude, computations have been repeated for four different threshold magnitudes of 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0. The Gutenberg-Richter law for this catalogue suggests that events with magnitude less than 2.5 are not always well-detected and therefore lower threshold magnitudes have not been considered. Additionally, if we want to obtain results with low uncertainties, it is not advisable to apply fractal techniques to series of distances and elapsed times of short length. Nevertheless, the re-scaled analysis has been successfully used to obtain the Hurst exponent for five seismic crises in the Southern Iberian Peninsula, with the aim of detecting possible differences in the behaviour of the seismic crises and the whole seismic catalogue. A detailed description of these five crises can be found in Posadas et al. (2002) . Completeness of these sets of aftershocks is assured by the fulfilment of the Omori's law and by choosing magnitude intervals for which the Gutemberg-Richter law is well fitted. Unfortunately, other fractal techniques, as the cluster analysis and analyses based on the reconstruction theorem need for longer series of data and only the whole catalogue has been analysed. For a better understanding of the database and an easier discussion of the results, Table 1 includes some characteristics of the different datasets employed. m b designs the range of body-wave magnitude, n 0 the number of events (number of elements of the series to be analysed), t 0 dates of the seismic episode and θ and ϕ the range of latitude and longitude of the area where the seismic crisis was detected. Cases within parenthesis correspond to sets of seismic events located within the area defined by a seismic crisis, but extending in time to the 1985-2000 recording period. The well detected minimum magnitude according to the GutembergRichter law is below 2.5 for some crisis due to the close monitoring by the IAG of these areas.
Fractal techniques
A first approach to the fractal behaviour of the series consists of the cluster analysis (Smalley et al., 1987; Korvin, 1992; Posadas et al., 2002) . The series of distances or elapsed times between consecutive events are divided in different subsets, each of them with the same number n of elements. P (n, C 0 ) is defined as the probability of detecting in a subset of n elements a distance or elapsed time exceeding a threshold value C 0 , which will be given in kilometres or days depending on the series analysed. If the series have a fractal behaviour, P (n, C 0 ) will depend on n according to the potential law
and the cluster dimension D will be equal to 1−a. It should be remembered that the fulfilment of the potential law (Eq. 1) by the empiric data is a sign of fractal behaviour. The re-scaled analysis and the Hurst exponent provide us with another interesting point of view of the behaviour of complex dynamic systems (Feder, 1988) . Some examples of this fractal technique, applied to different fields in geology and geophysics, can be found in Korvin (1992) and Turcotte (1992) , among others. Very briefly, this process consists of the evaluation of mean values, cumulative differences, maximum ranges R(n) of the integrated signal and standard deviations S(n) for subsets of series with different number n of elements. If the fractal behaviour is confirmed, with H being the Hurst exponent
Values of H close to 0.5 indicate randomness of the analysed series, while values of H clearly exceeding 0.5 indicate persistence in the dynamical mechanism governing the seismic activity.
One of the most complete descriptions of a complex dynamical system is achieved by means of a fractal analysis based on the reconstruction theorem (Takens, 1981; Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983a, b) . This analysis implies the computation of the correlation dimension µ, the Kolmogorov entropy K and the Lyapunov exponents λ.
The space of the dynamical system is reconstructed by means of m-dimension vectors
which are generated from the series x(i) of elapsed times or distances. The integer number q is a shift parameter, which is chosen equal to the lag order for which auto-correlation function of the series analysed achieves its first null value. Alternative ways of choosing q will be introduced in the introduction of the results. The correlation dimension and the Kolmogorov entropy are derived from the correlation integral (Diks, 1999 ) H (•) represents the Heaviside function and Z i and Z j are pairs of vectors of the space of the dynamical system. This equation can be interpreted as the number of points of the dynamical system inside a sphere of radius r. The euclidean metrics is assumed to evaluate the distance between pairs of vectors (Z i , Z j ). After the definition of the correlation integral, it is straightforward to introduce the correlation dimension
which constitutes a measure of the minimum number of nonlinear equations describing the dynamic system. In fact, a stationary value of µ is assumed to be a very good approach to the correlation dimension for a high enough dimension m, usually designed as embedding dimension d E . A high embedding dimension is a sign of random behaviour of the dynamical system. Additionally, bearing in mind Eq. (4), the Kolmogorov entropy (Cohen and Procaccia, 1983 ) is defined as
which is a consequence of the asymptotic evolution of C(r) (Diks, 1999 )
K is a definite positive parameter that measures the "loss of memory" of the dynamical mechanism and characterises its chaotic behaviour. K equal to zero would indicate a null "loss of memory" and an absolutely deterministic mechanism. On the contrary, a high value of the Kolmogorov entropy is a sign of chaotic behaviour and relevant "loss of memory", which are outstanding shortcomings for a successful forecasting of future states of the dynamical system. A Table 2 . Evolution of the cluster dimension, D, with the distance and the elapsed time for different threshold levels C 0 given in km and days. The square regression coefficients for the linear segments in the log-log scale are included within parenthesis. complete description of shortcomings that could appear in the computation of the correlation dimension and the entropy are described in Theiler (1988 Theiler ( , 1990 and Diks (1999) . The last relevant feature of this fractal analysis are the Lyapunov exponents, which are a measure of the instability of the dynamical system. Very briefly, the largest Lyapunov exponent λ can be introduced as
with • being the norm of the Jacobian matrix, δZ 0 an infinitesimal change in the starting point of the space of the dynamical system and δZ i the corresponding change for the ith vector, reconstructed according to Eq. (3). If λ is positive, a future state of the dynamical system (the long-term prediction) could strongly depend on uncertainties or perturbations on the initial state, and unstable predictability will characterise the process. A detailed description of a computational algorithm to obtain not only the largest Lyapunov exponent, but all the Lyapunov exponents λ j (j =1, . . . , d E ) Fig. 2 . Evolution of the probability P (n, C 0 ) for series of distances. The cases of seismic events equalling or exceeding magnitudes of 2.5 and 3.0 are computed for 11 different threshold values of C 0 ranging from 50 km (top) to 550 km (bottom) at intervals of 50 km.
can be found in Eckmann et al. (1986) and Stoop and Meier (1988) . From a practical point of view, the Lyapunov exponents have to be computed for increasing values of m, up to observe their asymptotic evolution and to achieve the embedding dimension d E . It has to be taken into account that the values of all the introduced parameters could be strongly affected by a not high enough number of reconstructed vectors Z i From a more quantitatively point of view and according to Ruelle (1990) , a meaningful correlation dimension µ should verify the relationship µ≤2ln(N), with N being the number of reconstructed vectors. Whereas series of elapsed times and distances for the whole seismic catalogue are long enough to generate a high number N of reconstructed vectors, those generated from seismic crises (aftershocks of a main event) are remarkably shorter and a high enough number of reconstructed vectors for the fulfilment of Ruelle's constraint is not assured. Consequently, analyses based on the reconstruction theorem are finally restricted to the whole seismic catalogue.
Results
With respect to the cluster analysis, we have to remember that only series of elapsed times and distances between consecutive seismic events for the whole catalogue and magnitudes greater than 2.5 and 3.0 are long enough to obtain reliable results. Table 2 summarises the cluster dimensions, D, obtained in each case. The square regression coefficients are always close to 1.0, as the example shown in Fig. 2 suggests, and summarised in Table 2 . First, the relationship between P (n, C 0 ) and n departs systematically from a potential law for high values of n, or equivalently for P (n, C 0 ) close to 1.0, which is a quite common behaviour in some fractal analyses. Then, the clustering dimensions derived for the first threshold levels are doubtful, as they are obtained by only fitting a very few points. Second, the number of fitted points increases and dimensions are obtained with minor uncertainty for higher threshold levels. In short, seismic events associated with high elapsed times or distances tend to disperse within the seismic catalogue, diminishing their cluster dimension, in comparison with low and moderate threshold values of C 0 . Third, large threshold levels are associated with cluster dimensions very close to 0 and a Poisson process, without fractal structure, could model the case of high elapsed times and long distances. In this way, the evolution of the clustering dimension would suggest an intensification of the fractal clustering with increasing values of the threshold value C 0 , but constrained by the mentioned behaviour for large thresholds.
The re-scaled analysis is characterised by an almost perfect evolution of the maximum range and the standard deviation of the series in terms of a potential law and the square regression coefficients are in all cases very close to 1.0, as the two examples, shown in Fig. 3 , illustrate. The set of Hurst parameters obtained both for the whole catalogue and for five seismic crises within the analysed area (Table 1) is summarised in Tables 3 and 4 , where the square regression coefficients are included. According to Table 3 and the interpretation of the Hurst exponent, a tendency towards randomness could be assumed when the threshold magnitudes increase from 2.5 to 4.0, both for the elapsed times and for the distances between consecutive events. The fact that the Hurst exponent decreases with the threshold magnitude, showing signs of a randomness, could be attributable to the relatively low number of events for m b greater than 3.5 and specially for those greater than 4.0. Nevertheless, the potential Eq. (2) performs very well empirical data, with square regression coefficients greater than 0.9. Consequently, the tendency to randomness is a feature to be considered. It is also remarkable that the mentioned behaviour should not be in agreement, at least with respect to elapsed times, with results derived by Bak et al. (2002) , who obtained a universal behaviour for the waiting times of earthquakes recorded in California, with a simple unified scaling law from tens of seconds to tens of years. With respect to distances between events, it should be mentioned the work of Davidsen and Paczuski (2005) , who deduced for the Southern California seismic activity that statistics of distances, ranging from 2 to 450 km, are independent of the threshold magnitude as long as the catalogue is complete. The results depicted in Table 4 suggest clear signs of timepersistence for the elapsed times derived from the seismic crisis of Adra, Agrón, Alborán and Loja, with Hurst exponents exceeding 0.79 and achieving the highest value of 0.87 for Loja. Nevertheless, the value of H for Antequera is quite similar to those obtained for the series of distances derived for Alborán and Adra crisis, which suggest some signs of randomness. The other three crises, Antequera, Loja and specially Agrón, have a behaviour closer to persistence. Another relevant feature is the comparison between Hurst exponents derived for every seismic crisis and those derived taking a subset of the whole catalogue, spatially coincident with the geographical area of every crisis but extending in time to the entire observational period (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) . Whatever the series or area of crisis considered, it is worth mentioning that the option covering all the recording period is always characterised by an enhancement of persistence in front of randomness. Two relevant examples are those of Adra and Alborán, for which H increases 25-35% when the entire recording period of the catalogue is considered. Both cluster dimensions and Hurst exponents have been obtained with a high degree of accuracy, in spite of the series of elapsed times and distances are not very long in some cases (Table 1) . Square regression coefficient achieves values exceeding 0.97, fact that suggests an evolution in terms of potential laws. An illustrative example of the accuracy obtained is illustrated by Figs. 3a and 3b , where the square regression coefficients are very close to 1.0 and the uncertainties on H are as much as ±0.001.
With respect to the fractal analysis, based on the reconstruction theorem, a question concerning the parameter q used in the generation of reconstructed vectors have to be clarified. The correlation dimension and the Kolmogorov entropy of a reconstructed system are independent of q, except for finite time series (Diks, 1999) . Wu (1995) and Correig et al. (1997) , propose that a good approach of this parameter should be given by the lag order of the first zero-crossing of the autocorrelation function of the series analysed. Alternatively, Diks (1999) and Buzug and Pfister (1992) assume that a small value of q can be used if high embedding dimensions are finally achieved. In fact, the time window q(m−1) seems to be the relevant factor of the reconstruction. This last analysis, for the whole seismic catalogue, is summarised in Table 5 . Relevant differences are not observed between the series of distances and elapsed times, at least with respect to Lyapunov exponents, Kolmogorov entropy and embedding dimension. Consequently the "loss of memory" of the dynamical mechanism governing the seismicity and the instability of a predictive algorithm should be quite similar. Additionally, the relatively high value of d E manifests signs of randomness for both the spatial and temporal evolution of the seismicity. Nevertheless, the correlation dimension suggests some differences in the complexity of the non-linear equations describing the dynamical mechanism.
A relevant question is to chose the right interval of r for a wright computation of the parameter µ. The power law given by Eq. (5) is many times disturbed by a set of effects, extensively discussed by Theiller (1988 Theiller ( , 1990 , and log {C(r)} behaves linearly with log(r) for only a range of r. As Correig and Urquizú (1996) and Diks (1999) propose, a solution consists of choosing the interval of r for which the derivative of log[C(r)] with respect log[r] is approximately constant. This procedure is equivalent to a visual inspection of curves C(r), detection of the linear range in a log-log scale and computation of dimension µ by means of a standard linear regression. Unfortunately, this process is difficult to implement in computational routines and it requires a laborious treatment. Figure 4 depicts an example of correlation integral and the corresponding dimension for events exceeding or equalling to the threshold magnitude of 2.5. The linear evolution of the correlation integral can be clearly observed in a log-log scale for a relatively wide range of the argument r. Nevertheless, a set of factors and shortcomings such as lacunarity, sampling interval, random components or finite length of the series (Theiler, 1988 (Theiler, , 1990 Diks, 1999) leads to relevant changes in the upper and lower limits for which the correlation dimension can be accurately computed when several reconstruction dimensions m are attempted. In spite of all these shortcomings, the evolution towards an asymptotic value of the correlation dimension for a high enough dimension m is observed. Figure 5 shows the evolution with the reconstruction dimension m of the Kolmogorov entropy towards asymptotic values for the distances between consecutive events and threshold magnitude of 2.5 and 3.0. According to the interpretation of K, the set of events exceeding or equalling to 3.0 depicts minor "loss of memory" and chaotic behaviour in comparison with those defined by the threshold level of 2.5.
Finally, Fig. 6 describes the evolution of the first and second Lyapunov exponents with the reconstruction dimension m for seismic events with magnitudes exceeding or equalling to 2.5 and 3.0, respectively, both for series of distances and of elapsed times between consecutive seismic events. Even though some differences are detected in the four cases, they are not very relevant and the instability of a predictive mechanism of the seismicity should be assumed quite similar in all cases.
A question that could be debatable is the estimation of the correlation dimension, defined as the asymptotic value achieved for a high enough embedding dimension. This dimension d E , and the associated correlation dimension µ, could be assumed well estimated due to the agreement with results derived from the evolution of the Kolmogorov entropy and the Lyapunov exponents with dimension m. In spite of a slightly higher embedding dimension should not be discarded, examples shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 suggest that changes in entropy and Lyapunov exponents would be minima and consequences concerning loss of memory, unstable prediction and number of nonlinear equations describing the dynamical system will be very similar.
Conclusions
The set of fractal analyses proposed (cluster dimension, Hurst exponent, correlation dimension, Kolmogorov entropy and Lyapunov exponents) manifests a fractal behaviour of the seismic activity in the Southern Iberian Peninsula. The dissipative dynamical system that should describe the seismic activity in the Southern Iberian Peninsula is a nonlinear underlying mechanism, with a relatively high number of equations depending on the series and threshold magnitude considered. The present objective is not to propose a system of nonlinear equations to design a predictive schema for the seismicity of the Southern Iberian Peninsula, but investigate different behaviours for several thresholds levels, both for elapsed times and distances. The prediction of the dynamical system, with signs of chaotic and dissipative behaviour due to the Kolmogorov entropies computed, seems to be clearly unstable due to the presence of outstanding positive Lyapunov exponents for all series and threshold magnitudes. Nevertheless, these characteristics do not change remarkably either with the series considered or with the threshold magnitude. Only the evolution of the Hurst exponent with the increasing magnitude suggests that the use of just high magnitudes does not simplify the predictive problem. On the contrary, it would become more complex and with outstanding randomness. Moreover, the relatively large embedding dimension, for which values of entropy, correlation dimension and Lyapunov exponents saturate, suggests the presence of a relevant randomness in the dynamical mechanism. This randomness, of course, increases the difficulties for earthquake prediction. These clear signs of randomness, chaotic behaviour and unstable prediction of future states of seismicity have been detected in other seismotectonic areas of the Earth such as the Antarctica (Correig et al., 1997) . Nevertheless, the predictive instability of the dynamical dissipative system governing the seismicity is lesser in our case, as suggested by a comparison of our Lyapunov exponents and those derived by Correig et al. (1997) .
The five seismic crises, which belong to the whole seismic catalogue analysed, do not generate long enough series to apply the complete fractal analysis proposed for the entire catalogue. Nevertheless, a close look at Hurst exponents leads to some interesting conclusions. Although the minimum magnitude for most of the seismic crisis is lower than the minimum well recorded magnitude of 2.5 for the entire catalogue, due to the close monitoring of these crises, Hurst exponents are similar to those derived for threshold magnitudes of 3.5 and 4.0, specially for the series of distances between events. A certain degree of randomness, generated in both cases by some loss on information concerning the seismic activity, can be assumed. Magnitudes less than 2.5 have been discarded in the first case and time length and space coverage of a seismic crisis are considerably lesser than those offered by the whole catalogue. Additionally, it can not be absolutely guaranteed that all aftershocks exceeding the threshold magnitude have been detected by the seismic arrays. Another question to mention is that Hurst exponents depart significantly from randomness towards time-persistence when subsets of the whole catalogue, covering the areas of every seismic crisis, but expanding in time to the whole observational period, are considered. Completeness of the catalogue, interpreted as appropriate time expand and spatial coverage, and appropriate magnitude range, seem to be very important factors for the design of successful predictive algorithms.
Finally, a joint analysis of elapsed times and distances could be another interesting point of view for a better understanding of the dynamical mechanism of the seismicity. A first possibility could be based on a Lévy flight model (Vázquez et al., 1998; Posadas et al., 2002) . Alternatively, Tosi et al. (2004) introduced a space-time combined correlation integral and proposed time and space correlation dimensions with very similar definitions to that used at present.
